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Abstract
This paper considers several simple models for the
simulation of cardiac fiber stimulation by means
of an applied electric field. A particular goal is the
determination of conditions under which a steadystate passive membrane model can be utilized in
simulation studies (providing information on the
required stimulus level and the location at which
activation occurs).

Introduction

a distributed network. Cartee and Plonsey [2] show that
the response of a spherical cell of radius a placed in a

uniform extracellular field has an extremely short time
constant given by

aC^(o; -Y o")
(2)
2o;o.
In (2) d; and oe are the intracellular and extracellular
conductivities. When a : .|lcm the cell time constant
is two orclers of magnitude smaller than the membrane
time constant [2].

This paper examines electric field stimulation of cardiac tissue based on a simple model that consists of a
point source with a square current pulse which excites a
long uniform fiber located at varying distances from this
source. The source and fiber are assumed to lie in an unbounded uniform conducting medium. Simuation of field
stimulation of excitable tissues is frequently simplified by
assuming the membrane to be a resistance, an assumption
that would be justified if the time constant of the tissues
were short compared to the activation time constant and
if the stimulus could be considered subthreshold. A subthreshold response would be helpful in evaluating an excitatory stimulus if a fixed threshold applied. The question
of time-constant and threshold are considered in this paper. While the fiber model being considered is obviously
a gross simplification of realistic whole-heart pacemaker
or defibrillator conditions, these results should be helpful
to a consideration of that more complex geometry.

Linear Response
We return now to a point current source (electrode)
at a distance h from a long fiber; all lie in an extensive
uniform conducting medium. The applied current, -Io, is
steady and switched on at t
- 0 (i.e. a step function). We
assume that the stimulus intensity is sufficiently low so
that subthreshold conditions prevail at any point on the
fiber and that, therefore, the membrane can be treated

Reference Model
It is useful to consider first an even simpler model (* t
reference) which is that of a spherical cell stimulated by
an intracellular subthreshold current step. In this case
the transmembrane potential of each membrane element
behaves synchronously. An equivalent circuit is therefore
a lumped resistance and capacitance and the time constant is simply rrn : RrnC^, where R- and C,r, are the
per unit area membrane resistance and capacitance. Assuming a fixed value of threshold, then an exponential
strength-duration curve results from circuit analysis [1].
For the stimulation of a long fiber by an extracellular
point current source a passive time constant also arises
from the membrane capacitance but its value differs from
that in the above example. This is mainly because the
stimulating source is extracellular and the fiber membrane capacitance therefore affects the response through

,,"^ä7urn+ ri nrn- 02rr,- 0'6" ,.\
rh A;
Ufu(t)

(r- in Q cm) and capacitance (cin F/cm).
The transmembrane current z'rr. may be evaluated
from the linear core conductor model[l] and by Ohm's
law applied to the RC membrane patch. The result is
as a parallel resistance
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r; the axial resisz the axial coordinate. Using 1)m :

where O; is the intracellular potential,

tance/length, and
ö; - O" results in

(4)

u(t) is a unit step. That is 1o, hence the applied
field iD", is turned on at f = 0.
Now consider the response of this fiber to an intracellular unit current step applied at the origin through
a point source (the space-time description consequently
being 6(z)u(t), where 6(z) is a Dirac delta function). We
assume that the extracellular medium being unbounded
justifies the assumption that O"
= 0 and consequently,
a^ x Q;. The current entering the intracellular space
through the membrane minus the current leaving this
space (which equals zero in (g)) UV current conservation
now equals the current introduced from the outside. Using the previous expressions we get
where
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(b)

Multiplying through by r; gives us

Consequently

7rrn , ?)tn 02u
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We define the dimensionless variables X,T, as
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We designate the solution to (9), which is given in [3], as
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G(X,T) is the Greens' function for (9)
The solution to (9) is related to the desired solution
of (8) since they differ only in the forcing function. This
relation can be expressed as a convolution namely

nrn:+
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where € is a dummy variable for X and /(€) _
A2O"f A22l,=6. (The additional factor of ,\ enters the coefficient in (11) since dz : )d€). A similar expression
arising when the fiber is myelinated is given by Warman
etal [4].

Induced o- obtained by FFT
The desired induced transmembrane potential is given
bV (11), where the applied field (that of a point source
evaluated along the fiber) is given by

Q"(z)
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This can be easily evaluated using the FFT. Thus, if F
denotes the Fourier transform and F-1 the inverse transform, (11) can be expressed as
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Using (12) the axial second derivative of iD" comes out
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Accordingly
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Substituting (z) into
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Using (16) one can determine the distribution of induced transmembrane potential for a constant current
stimulus of duration ?4 from

u^(X,,T,Ta)
u^(X,,T,Ta)

_ u^(X,,|) - u^(X,, - fi
_ u,.(X,T) TSTa

For a cathodal current stimulus

u-

T 2Ta
(17)

is triphasic con-

sisting of a large depolarization flanked by smaller amplitude hyperpolarizations. The maximum depolarization
occurs at z :0 and T : Ta. If a known (generally fixed)
threshold were applicacable then activation would arise
if it were exceeded by the aforementioned depolarization.
But threshold can only be explored with a model whose
membranes are described non-linearly. This will be considered in the following section. Additional details of the
material in this section is found in [5].

Non-linear (Hodgkin-Huxley) membrane
To determine whether a fixed threshold voltage can be
applied to the above linear fiber we examine its behavior
with the non-linear membrane described by the Hodgkin
Huxley equations [3]. As a reference, the threshold was
also investigated for a space-clamped fiber. (Because of
the uniformity of the latter, the result is independent of

fiber length which could therefore be very small hence
constituting a "patch"; this reflects the intrinsic membrane behavior).
Results are described in Barr and Plonsey [6] where
threshold was investigated for the geometry considered
here. Fig. 1 is from that paper and we note that, in fact,
threshold is a variable and depends on both h and T:6.
Interestingly, however, the threshold for a patch is fairly
constant. These curves can be understood if one bears in
mind that activation involves opdning of sodium channels
and that this, in turn, demands the presence of an adequate transmembrane potential throughout an activation
interval. This is on the order of a millisecond and therefore stimulii considerably shorter than this must leave the
membrane charged to a potential that is higher in value
to compensate for the fall-off in potential when the stimulus ends. How much higher depends on the amount of
charge that "leaks off' during the sodium time-constant
interval. For the patch, the capacitance discharges only
through the membrane resistance so the rate is governed

,Tifli3å,ff::'å:11"'åiäTffi'å"'"'#3l.'å'."Y:å,1"'J81::iJåJ'i;lå,::ff^,.*

in which sodium channels are opening.
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Defibrillation Stimulus-Response Time Constant
In this section we examine the time constant of transmembrane potential response to a defibrillating field. We
are particularly interested in the transmembrane poten-
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Figure 1 Threshold vs. duration curves for a point source
at a distance lz from a long excitable fiber. Shown are subthreshold values which if enhanced by 10% or less produce
activation. Membrane is described by Hodgkin-Huxley equations [1, 3]; r = L. 8rnsec. ] = .086crn.)a = .O02cm. From
t6l

by R,nC,n - rm exactly as with the spherical cell discussed earlier. For the values used here r- L.48msec
and the falloff in potential is relatively modest prior to
activation. This explains why threshold values are fairly
constant in Fig.t.
We've noted that the variation of u^ arising from a
point stimulus is triphasic. When lz is large the central
depolarized region may extend over several space constants and its lateral variation consequently slight. Such
conditions approach those of a patch. This is confirmed
by the h - .\cm curve (i.e. h >> Ä - .086crn). But
when h : .jLcm the separation of peak depolarization
and hyperpolarization is small and at the termination of
the stimulus a current will flow between these two regions discharging the capacitance quickly (only the small

axial resistance enters this time constant). For stimulus
durations which are shorter than the sodium time constant (i.".<( 1 msec) an increasing threshold is required
to compensate a diminishing duration. The aforementioned separation of positive and negative u- regions,
from (12), is approximately L,z -- Utn. The effective
capacitance of the positively and negatively charged regions is roughly
tance is roughly

c^hlrt
rihlrt.

while the effective axial resisThus the RC time constant is
approximately r;crnhz. For h = .\Icm this evaluates to
.05msec using the aforementioned data; this is small compared to 1.48 msec for the patch membrane. In contrast,
for h=.1, patch membrane behavior should be approached
and this is demonstrated in Fig.1. For the above reasons
the ä -- .ULcm condition requires a large threshold stimulus that can maintain an adequate um over the interval

tial arising from the presence of intracellular junctional
resistances because, as pointed out in earlier papers [7]
this contribution appears to be the basis for a large fraction of cardiac tissue being influenced by the shock field.
Earlier papers examine only steady-state potentials, here
we consider the transient. If the transient time-constant
proves to be short compared to that of sodium activation,
then the assumption of steady-state is justified.
We consider a simple one-dimensional model consist-

ing of two cables each of length -L, where L >> ), which
are interconnected by a intracellular junctional resistance,
rj. (This long cable is a one-dimensional simplification
of the three-dimensional whole heart). The cable lies in
a bounded extracellular space resulting in an axial extracellular resistance per unit length of r" associated with
an intracellular resistance per unit length of. r;. If ri - 0
we have a continuous cable of length 2L. The steadystate transmembrane potential in the junctional region
(i.". at the center) resulting flom the application of an
extracellular current step at the ends will be essentially
zero. This arises from the exponential behavior of the
transmembrane potential, urn(z) , namely [3]

lr*(r)l: Ae-'/^

z 1. L

(18)

where z is the distance measured from either end (,\ Equation (18) confirms u,n (L) = 0, in
tffi)
view of which we can now focus attention on the effect
that a finite ri has on the introduction of a non-zero transmembrane potential at and near ri [8].

The Tlansient Intracellular Current
When r j = 0 and a current of *1" is applied at the
ends, the steady-state (axial) intracellular current is [3]

I;(r) =

#3

- "-tt-t't)

/

(
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z is now measured from the center of the total
cable. For the transient in -I; we note that at t - 0, as
a consequence of membrane capacitance, the membrane
has an impedance of zero. The intracellular current is,
consequently uniform being ,"1(r".'- rr) times the total
applied current.f". At this moment, in the central region,
the intracellular current equals its steady-state value since
at both f : 0 and t _ oo there is no transmembrane
current. The change in 1l from t - 0 to f - oo over
the entire fiber length is related to the difference between
curves 4(0) and f (oo). An investigation of (19) shows
that in the central region this difference is essentially zero.
where
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.[ occurs at the ends z : IL and a
transient will be observed here; this describes what would
be expected near the defibrillating electrodes.
Because of our assumption that the cable length is
very long compared with the space constant \Me can examine the above ideas quantitatively based on (19) for a
semi-infinite cable. The transmembrane current per unit
length is described in(3) and since .[ is zero at X : 0
(assuming a sealed cable) its value at X is given by the
integral of irn from zero to X, that is
The largest change in
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(10) is substituted into (3) and this substituted into

(20) the desired expression describing the transient in 4,
for a uniform cable, results. An examination of this shows
that for increasing distance from the electrodes a longer
and longer time constant governs the transition from initial to steady-state values. On the other hand the quanti-

tative change becomes extremely small so that, in effect,
steady-state is reached instantly.
Thus for a field point 10Ä from the electrode, for an
initial intracellular current value of unity the (normalized) steady-state value equals (1 - e-10)
- .ggggb46,
and while this requires roughly 10r to be achieved the
change in magnitude is negligably small.
While the behavior of .I; is essentially a step the transient in u* depends also on the electrical network which
contains the membrane capacitances. Consequently the
transient in urn, in which we are particularly interested,
for ri I 0 differs from ^l'; and must be evaluated.
The temporal behavior of urn generated at the junctional resistance is shown to be given by [S]

,o(")

:*G+*,1ffi;-r

(2 1)

where to(") is the Laplace transform of this potential.
We evaluated os (?) from the inverse transform of

(22)

Figure 2 The temporal behavior of u,o at a junctional resistance located 10) from end of the fiber vs. Tf r. ri = 2M{1.
This was evaluated from (22).
(double the nominal value) the time constant is around

.Irrn.
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